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What Dreams Are Made Of ( ver. 3 )
Hilary Duff

(Intro)          D   A   D               A
Hey Now, Hey Now____________Hey Now, Hey Now                  
 
D                 A                     Bm 2X D                  A              
   Bm 2x
____Have you ever seen such a beautiful night ____I could almost kiss the stars
for shining so bright  
G                 A           D    A    G    Em                 Bm              
   Em
___When I see you smilin  I go___oh oh oh ______I would never want to miss this
______cause in my  
        A
Heart I know what this is  
 
Refrão:

D               A                 Em         A       D              A           
    Em
____Hey now hey now this is what dreams are made of ____hey now hey now this is
what dreams are  
  A                G               A              Bm      A          G          
     G     A
Made of I ve got ____somewhere I belong I ve got ______somebody to love this is
what dre|--ams are  
Dx2              A       D       A
Made of (this is what dreams are made of)  
 
D                A                     Bm 2X   D                        A       
       Bm 2X
___Have you ever wondered what life is about _____you could search the world and
never figure it out  
G                     A                 D       G    Em                   G     
       Em
____You don t have to sail the oceans ____no no no _______happiness is no
mystery its ______here  
         A
And now itýs you and me yeah  
 
Refrão:

D               A                Em         A        D              A           
    Em
____Hey now hey now this is what dreams are made of ____hey now hey now this is
what dreams are  
  A               G                 A              Bm               D           
     G    A
Made of I ve got ____somewhere I belong I ve got ______somebody to love this is



what Dre|--ams are  
D (2x)        A    D    A
Made of ______________ 
 
Ponte:

D         A                  Bm         A        D            A                 
Bm          A
Open your eyes (this is what dreams are made of) Shout to the sky (this is what
dreams are made of)  
G                  A             D         G    Em                G             
  Em
____When I see you smilin  I go ____ oh oh oh _______yesterday my life was
duller _____now  
            A (2x) 
Everythings ____Technicolor  
 
(Muda o Tom)
 
Refrão:
 
Eb              Bb               Fm         Bb       Eb             Bb          
     Fm
____Hey now hey now this is what dreams are made of ____hey now hey now this is
what dreams are  
  Bb              Ab                Bb            Cm                Eb          
     Ab   Bb
Made of I ve got ____somewhere I belong I ve got ______somebody to love this is
what dre|--ams  
 Cm    D#                G#     A#      D#    Fade out with  D#    A# (4x)   D
Dre|---ams, this is what dre|----ams are made of
______________________________________ 
 
(Hey now hey now hey hey hey hey now hey hey hey this is what dreams hey now hey
now hey 
hey hey this is what dreams what dreams are made of)


